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Dsikzbo Face Cleansing Brush, Queenwill 2 Modes Professional
Facial Brush for Exfoliating, Blackheads, Portable Face Scrubber
with 3 Replacement Heads, Grass Green
$32.99 $33.99 SALE

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

Much Cleaner and Healthier. Our professional face cleansing brush can reach deep into the pore to effectively remove makeup residue, dirt and oil. It also do

well in reducing acne, blackheads and dark spots. With 6x better than hand-wash, it's easier to make your face & skin smoother, healthier and softer, thus

much beautiful

3 Replacement Brush Heads for most skins. Soft brush (daily cleaning), Exfoliating brush (deep cleaning), Silicone brush (sensitive skin cleaning). 2-speed

settings and 360° rotary brush head to ensures thorough cleaning, soft skin-friendly bristles without irritations, suitabe for all skins includes normal, dry, oily and

sensitive

Portable and Safer. It comes with a lightweight compact and durable ABS case, which protects your the head from bacteria and moisture. Getting rid of the

electric wire, our spinning facial brush is powered by 2 AA Batteries (not included), which is much safer and convenient when you are on travel

IPX6 Waterproof Design. The 3-in-1 sonic facial cleansing brush is IPX6 waterproof, you can simply use it in the shower or bath (Please DO NOT immerse in

water for a long time). Simply clean the brushes by rinsing under warm running water and allowing to air dry. Non-slip rubber hand grip is comfortable to hold
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